APPENDIX E. QUESTIONNAIRE
2019 Online Data Quality Study

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of responses

TRACK
Would you say things in this country today are...

1. Generally headed in the right direction
2. Off on the wrong track

BASE: ASK ALL
PRESAPP
Do you approve or disapprove of the job Donald Trump is doing as President?

1. Strongly approve
2. Somewhat approve
3. Somewhat disapprove
4. Strongly disapprove

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of items a-c

PARTYISS
Who do you trust more to handle each of the following issues?

a. The economy
   1. Democrats in Congress
   2. Republicans in Congress

b. Health care
   1. Democrats in Congress
   2. Republicans in Congress

c. Gun policy
   1. Democrats in Congress
   2. Republicans in Congress

BASE: ASK ALL
MIDTERM
Did you happen to vote in the 2018 midterm election?

1. Yes
2. No

BASE: ASK ALL
FEELS [allow as many characters as possible. Have box fill width of screen]
How would you say you are feeling today?
[OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE]

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of items a-e
Split across two screens

GLOBALFAV
What is your overall opinion of... [RANDOMIZE ITEMS]

a. U.S. President Donald Trump
   1. Very favorable
   2. Mostly favorable
   3. Mostly unfavorable
   4. Very unfavorable
   [SPACE]
   5. Never heard of

b. German Chancellor Angela Merkel
   1. Very favorable
   2. Mostly favorable
   3. Mostly unfavorable
   4. Very unfavorable
   [SPACE]
   5. Never heard of

c. French President Emmanuel Macron
   1. Very favorable
   2. Mostly favorable
   3. Mostly unfavorable
   4. Very unfavorable
   [SPACE]
   5. Never heard of

d. British Prime Minister Theresa May
   1. Very favorable
   2. Mostly favorable
   3. Mostly unfavorable
   4. Very unfavorable
   [SPACE]
   5. Never heard of

e. Russian President Vladimir Putin
   1. Very favorable
   2. Mostly favorable
   3. Mostly unfavorable
   4. Very unfavorable
   [SPACE]
   5. Never heard of

*** NOTE: THIS QUESTION DROPPED FROM STUDY (NO LONGER ASKED)
EFFECTIVE MARCH 22, 2019, WHEN THE MUELLER REPORT WAS SUBMITTED TO
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL. THAT EVENT MADE ANSWERS COLLECTED BEFORE
VERSUS AFTER POTENTIALLY NOT COMPARABLE. ***

RSMPROBE
Do you approve or disapprove of Robert Mueller’s investigation of the Trump campaign’s ties with Russia and potential obstruction of justice charges against members of the Trump administration?

1 Approve  
2 Disapprove

BASE: ASK ALL  
Randomize and record order of responses. Show only in order 1-5 or 5-1  
Create BESTCONGORDER where 1=Shown “All of the time” to “None of the time” order, and 2=Shown “None of the time” to “All of the time” order

BESTCONG1  
How often, if at all, do you think members of Congress act in the best interest of the public?

1 All of the time  
2 Most of the time  
3 Some of the time  
4 Only a little of the time  
5 None of the time

BASE: ASK ALL  
Randomize and record order of responses

COLOR  
Paying attention and reading the instructions carefully is critical. If you are paying attention, please choose Silver below. [RANDOMIZE RESPONSES]

1 Red  
2 Yellow  
3 Blue  
4 Green  
5 Silver  
6 Orange

BASE: ASK ALL  
OBAMACARE  
Do you approve or disapprove of the health care law passed by Barack Obama and Congress in 2010?

1 Approve  
2 Disapprove

BASE: ASK ALL  
Randomize and record order of responses

GUNPRIORITY  
Which do you think should be a higher priority right now?

1 Enacting new laws to try to reduce gun violence  
2 Protecting the right to own guns

BASE: ASK ALL  
FOLLOWSYRIA  
How closely, if at all, have you been following news about the armed conflict in Syria?

1 Very closely  
2 Fairly closely  
3 Not too closely  
4 Not at all closely
**BASE: ASK ALL**
**FOLLOWCHINA**
How closely, if at all, have you been following news about China’s revised criminal procedure law?

1. Very closely
2. Fairly closely
3. Not too closely
4. Not at all closely

**BASE: ASK ALL**
**NATIONAL**
Do you currently live...

1. Outside the U.S.
2. In the U.S.

**BASE: IF LIVING IN THE U.S. (NATIONAL=2)**
**STATE**
In which state do you live?

[DROP DOWN WITH ALL 50 STATES AND D.C.]

**BASE: IF LIVING IN THE U.S. (NATIONAL=2)**
*** NOT ASKED IN ABS PANEL 2. RECENT ANSWERS ALREADY ON FILE ***
**ZIPCODE**
What is your zip code?

[Numeric box with range 00000-99999]

**BASE: IF LIVING OUTSIDE THE U.S. (NATIONAL=1)**
**CONTINENT**
In which region of the world do you live?

1. Antarctica
2. Oceania
3. South America
4. North America
5. Europe
6. Africa
7. Asia

**BASE: ASK ALL**
**NATIVITY**
Where were you born?

1. U.S.
2. Puerto Rico
3. Other U.S. territory
4. Another country

**BASE: ASK ALL**
**GREWUPCITY**
When you were growing up, what was the big city nearest where you lived?
**BASE: ASK ALL**

**GROWUPCOMM**
How would you describe the community where you spent the majority of time when you were growing up?

1. A city
2. A suburb
3. A small town
4. A rural area

**BASE: ASK ALL**

**CITYVISIT**
When you visit a new city, what kinds of activities do you like to do?

[OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE]

Create DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER. Randomly assign respondents to DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=1 or DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=2. This should be a separate seed from all other randomization assignments.

**IF DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=1**, show TIMEONLINE1
**IF DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=2**, show TIMEONLINE2

**BASE: DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=1**

**RANGE OF ACCEPTABLE ANSWERS IS 0 - 168**

**TIMEONLINE1 [range 0-168]**
How many hours do you usually spend online each week? Do NOT include time spent checking email.

[THREE-DIGIT NUMERIC FIELD] ___ hours per week

**BASE: DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=2**

**RANGE OF ACCEPTABLE ANSWERS IS 0 - 168**

**TIMEONLINE2 [range 0-168]**
How many hours do you usually spend online each week?

[THREE-DIGIT NUMERIC FIELD] ___ hours per week

**BASE: ASK ALL**

Randomize and record order of responses

**SITES**
Which of the following websites do you use at least once a month? [Check all that apply]

[RANDOMIZE RESPONSES]

1. Facebook
2. Instagram
3. YouTube
4. FizzyPress
5. Doromojo

**BASE: ASK ALL**

**ACS_WEB**
At your house, apartment or mobile home, do you or any member of this household have access to the internet?

1 Yes, by paying a cell phone company or internet service provider
2 Yes, without paying a cell phone company or internet service provider
3 No access to the internet at my house, apartment, or mobile home

**BASE: ASK ALL**

**COMPUTER**

How do you decide when your computer is too old and it’s time to purchase a new one?

**[OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE]**

**BASE: ASK ALL**

*** NOT ASKED IN ABS PANELS 1 AND 2. RECENT ANSWERS ALREADY ON FILE ***

**SEXASK**

Are you male or female?

1 Male
2 Female

**BASE: ASK ALL**

*** NOT ASKED IN ABS PANELS 1 AND 2. RECENT ANSWERS ALREADY ON FILE ***

**HISP**

Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin, such as Mexican, Puerto Rican or Cuban?

1 Yes
2 No

**BASE: ASK ALL**

*** NOT ASKED IN ABS PANELS 1 AND 2. RECENT ANSWERS ALREADY ON FILE ***

**RACEMOD**

What is your race or origin? [Check all that apply]

1 White
2 Black or African American
3 Asian or Asian-American
4 American Indian or Alaska Native
5 Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
6 Some other race or origin [TEXT BOX]

**BASE: ASK ALL**

*Randomize and record order of responses. Show in order 1-14 or 14-1 only.*

**EDUCACS**

What is the highest degree or level of school that you have COMPLETED?

1 No schooling completed
2 Nursery school
3 Kindergarten
4 Grade 1 through 11
5 12th Grade – NO DIPLOMA
6 Regular high school diploma
7 GED or alternative credential
8 Some college credit, but less than 1 year of college credit
9 1 or more years of college credit, no degree
10 Associate’s degree (for example: AA, AS)
11 Bachelor’s degree (for example: BA, BS)
12 Master’s degree (for example: MA, MS, MEng, MEd, MSW, MBA)
13 Professional degree beyond a bachelor’s degree (for example: MD, DDS, DVM, LLB, JD)
14 Doctorate degree (for example: PhD, EdD)

**BASE: ASK ALL**
***NOT ASKED IN ABS PANEL 1. RECENT ANSWERS ALREADY ON FILE***

**AGE** [NUMBER BOXES, DO NOT SHOW THE RANGE]
What is your age?

|_|_| years of age

**BASE: ASK ALL**

**RETIRE**
In retirement what skill would you most like to learn?

[OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE]

**BASE: ASK ALL**
***ASKED AFTER PARTY AND PARTYLN IN CROWDSOURCED PANEL***

**RV**
Are you currently registered to vote?

1 Yes
2 No

**BASE: ASK ALL**

**PARTY**
In politics today, do you consider yourself a...

1 Republican
2 Democrat
3 Independent
4 Something else

**BASE: IF INDEP/SOMETHING ELSE (PARTY=3 or 4) OR REFUSED (PARTY=refused)**

**PARTYLN**
As of today do you lean more to...

1 The Republican Party
2 The Democratic Party

**BASE: ASK ALL**

*Randomize and record order of responses. Only show in order 1-6 and 6-1. Create NEIGHBORORDER where 1=Shown “Basically every day” to “Not at all” order, and 2=Shown “Not at all” to “Basically every day” order*

**NEIGHBOR**
During the last twelve months, how often did you talk with any of your neighbors?

1 Basically every day
2 A few times a week
3 A few times a month
4 Once a month
5 Less than once a month
We are interested in volunteer activities for which people are not paid, except perhaps expenses. 
We only want you to include volunteer activities that you did through or for an organization, even 
if you only did them once in a while.

In the last 12 months that is since March of last year, have you done any volunteer activities 
through or for an organization?

1 Yes
2 No

Sometimes people don’t think of activities they do infrequently or activities they do for children’s 
schools or youth organizations as volunteer activities. Since March of last year, have you done any 
of these types of volunteer activities?

1 Yes
2 No

What would you like to see elected leaders in Washington get done during the next few years? 
Please give as much detail as you can.

[OPEN END, LARGE TEXT BOX]

*** NOTE ON QUESTIONS ASKED AFTER THE COMMON INSTRUMENT ***

FOLLOWING GETDONE, 3 ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS WERE ADMINISTERED IN ABS PANEL 1 AND 
13 ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS WERE ADMINISTERED IN ABS PANEL 2. THOSE QUESTIONS ARE NOT 
PART OF THIS STUDY, BUT QUESTION WORDING IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.
Follow-up Study Questionnaire

**BASE: ASK ALL**
Randomize and record order of responses
Show question text and responses in both English and Spanish
Show remainder of the survey in the language selected in PREFER_LANGC. If PREFER_LANGC refused after prompt, show remainder of survey in English.

**PREFER_LANGC**
In which language would you like to complete your survey?
¿Prefieres llenar tus encuestas en español o en inglés?

1  English
2  Español

**BASE: ASK ALL**
INTROSCREEN
Welcome! Here are some helpful hints:

- Your answers will be used for research purposes only. You are not required to answer any question you do not wish to answer. You can click on the >> button to skip a question you would not like to answer.
- Please do not use your browser’s back button to go back to previous questions. Instead, use the navigation buttons on each web page to move through the survey.

**BASE: ASK ALL**
Randomize and record order of responses
TRACK
Would you say things in this country today are...

1  Generally headed in the right direction
2  Off on the wrong track

**BASE: ASK FORM 1 ONLY**
PRESAPP1
Do you approve or disapprove of the job Donald Trump is doing as President?

1  Strongly approve
2  Somewhat approve
3  Somewhat disapprove
4  Strongly disapprove

**BASE: ASK FORM 2 ONLY**
PRESAPP2
Do you disapprove or approve of the job Donald Trump is doing as President?

1  Strongly disapprove
2  Somewhat disapprove
Somewhat approve
4 Strongly approve

PARTYISS
Who do you trust more to handle each of the following issues?

d. The economy
   1 Democrats in Congress
   2 Republicans in Congress

e. Health care
   1 Democrats in Congress
   2 Republicans in Congress

f. Gun policy
   1 Democrats in Congress
   2 Republicans in Congress

MIDTERM
Did you happen to vote in the 2018 midterm election?

   1 Yes
   2 No

FEELS [allow as many characters as possible. Have box fill width of screen]
How would you say you are feeling today?

   [OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE]

GLOBALFAV1
What is your overall opinion of...

f. U.S. President Donald Trump
   1 Very favorable
   2 Mostly favorable
   3 Mostly unfavorable
   4 Very unfavorable
   5 Never heard of

g. German Chancellor Angela Merkel
1. Very favorable
2. Mostly favorable
3. Mostly unfavorable
4. Very unfavorable
[SPACE]
5. Never heard of

h. French President Emmanuel Macron

1. Very favorable
2. Mostly favorable
3. Mostly unfavorable
4. Very unfavorable
[SPACE]
5. Never heard of

i. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson

1. Very favorable
2. Mostly favorable
3. Mostly unfavorable
4. Very unfavorable
[SPACE]
5. Never heard of

j. Russian President Vladimir Putin

1. Very favorable
2. Mostly favorable
3. Mostly unfavorable
4. Very unfavorable
[SPACE]
5. Never heard of

BASE: ASK FORM 2 ONLY
Randomize and record order of items a-e
Show on one screen
GLOBALFAV2
What is your overall opinion of... [RANDOMIZE ITEMS]

a. U.S. President Donald Trump

1. Very unfavorable
2. Mostly unfavorable
3. Mostly favorable
4. Very favorable
[SPACE]
5. Never heard of

b. German Chancellor Angela Merkel

1. Very unfavorable
2. Mostly unfavorable
3. Mostly favorable
4. Very favorable
[SPACE]
5. Never heard of

c. French President Emmanuel Macron
d. British Prime Minister Boris Johnson

1. Very unfavorable
2. Mostly unfavorable
3. Mostly favorable
4. Very favorable
5. Never heard of

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of responses. Show only in order 1-5 or 5-1
Create BESTCONGORDER where 1=Shown “All of the time” to “None of the time” order, and 2=Shown “None of the time” to “All of the time” order

BESTCONG
How often, if at all, do you think members of Congress act in the best interest of the public?

1. All of the time
2. Most of the time
3. Some of the time
4. Only a little of the time
5. None of the time

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of responses

COLOR
Paying attention and reading the instructions carefully is critical. If you are paying attention, please choose Silver below. [RANDOMIZE RESPONSES]

1. Red
2. Yellow
3. Blue
4. Green
5. Silver
6. Orange

BASE: ASK FORM 1 ONLY
OBAMACARE1
Do you approve or disapprove of the health care law passed by Barack Obama and Congress in 2010?
Approve
Disapprove

**BASE: ASK FORM 2 ONLY**

**OBAMACARE2**
Do you disapprove or approve of the health care law passed by Barack Obama and Congress in 2010?

1  Disapprove
2  Approve

**BASE: ASK ALL**

Randomize and record order of responses

**GUNPRIORITY**
Which do you think should be a higher priority right now?

1  Enacting new laws to try to reduce gun violence
2  Protecting the right to own guns

**BASE: ASK ALL**
Randomize and record order of responses. Show only in order 1-4 or 4-1
Create FOLLOWORDER where 1=Shown “Very closely” to “Not at all closely” order, and 2=Shown “Not at all closely” to “Very closely” order

**FOLLOWSYRIA**
How closely, if at all, have you been following news about the armed conflict in Syria?

1  Very closely
2  Fairly closely
3  Not too closely
4  Not at all closely

**BASE: ASK ALL**
Show responses in same order as FOLLOWSYRIA

**FOLLOWCHINA**
How closely, if at all, have you been following news about China’s revised criminal procedure law?

1  Very closely
2  Fairly closely
3  Not too closely
4  Not at all closely

**BASE: ASK ALL**
Randomize and record order of responses

**NATIONAL**
Do you currently live...

1  Outside the U.S.
2  In the U.S.

**BASE: IF LIVING IN THE U.S. (NATIONAL=In the U.S.)**

**STATE**
In which state do you live?
What is your zip code?

What continent do you live in?

Where were you born?

When you were growing up, what was the big city nearest where you lived?

How would you describe the community where you spent the majority of time when you were growing up?

When you visit a new city, what kinds of activities do you like to do?
Create DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER. Randomly assign respondents to DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=1 or DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=2. This should be a separate seed from all other randomization assignments.

IF DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=1, show TIMEONLINE1
If DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=2, show TIMEONLINE2

BASE: DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=1
RANGE OF ACCEPTABLE ANSWERS IS 0 - 168

TIMEONLINE1
How many hours do you usually spend online each week? Do NOT include time spent checking email.

[text box]  __ hours per week

BASE: DOV_TIMEONLINE_ORDER=2
RANGE OF ACCEPTABLE ANSWERS IS 0 - 168

TIMEONLINE2
How many hours do you usually spend online each week?

[THREE-DIGIT NUMERIC FIELD]  __ hours per week

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of responses

SITES
Which of the following websites do you use at least once a month? [Check all that apply] [RANDOMIZE RESPONSES]

1. Facebook
2. Instagram
3. YouTube
4. FizzyPress
5. Doromojo

BASE: ASK ALL
ACS_WEB
At your house, apartment or mobile home, do you or any member of this household have access to the internet?

1. Yes, by paying a cell phone company or internet service provider
2. Yes, without paying a cell phone company or internet service provider
3. No access to the internet at my house, apartment, or mobile home

BASE: ASK ALL
COMPUTER
How do you decide when your computer is too old and it’s time to purchase a new one?

[OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE]
**Randomize and record order of responses**

**SEXASK**
Are you male or female?

1. Male
2. Female

**BASE: ASK ALL**
**Randomize and record order of responses**

**HISP**
Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin, such as Mexican, Puerto Rican or Cuban?

1. Yes
2. No

**BASE: ASK ALL**
**Randomize and record order of responses 1-5 keeping “Some other race or origin” always last.**

**RACEMOD**
What is your race or origin? [Check all that apply]

1. White
2. Black or African American
3. Asian or Asian-American
4. American Indian or Alaska Native
5. Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
6. Some other race or origin [TEXT BOX] [ANCHOR]

**BASE: ASK ALL**
**Randomize and record order of responses. Show in order 1-14 or 14-1 only.**

**EDUCACS**
What is the highest degree or level of school that you have COMPLETED?

1. No schooling completed
2. Nursery school
3. Kindergarten
4. Grade 1 through 11
5. 12th Grade – NO DIPLOMA
6. Regular high school diploma
7. GED or alternative credential
8. Some college credit, but less than 1 year of college credit
9. 1 or more years of college credit, no degree
10. Associate’s degree (for example: AA, AS)
11. Bachelor’s degree (for example: BA, BS)
12. Master’s degree (for example: MA, MS, MEng, MEd, MSW, MBA)
13. Professional degree beyond a bachelor’s degree (for example: MD, DDS, DVM, LLB, JD)
14. Doctorate degree (for example: PhD, EdD)

**BASE: ASK ALL**
**AGE [NUMBER BOXES AS SHOWN BELOW, DO NOT SHOW THE RANGE]**
What is your age?

|_|_| years of age

**BASE: ASK ALL**
RETIRE
In retirement what skill would you most like to learn?

[OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE]

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of response options

RV
Are you currently registered to vote?

1 Yes
2 No

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of Republican and Democrat.

PARTY
In politics today, do you consider yourself a...

1 Republican
2 Democrat
3 Independent [ANCHOR]
4 Something else [ANCHOR]

BASE: IF INDEP/SOMETHING ELSE (PARTY=3 or 4) OR REFUSED
(PARTY=refused)
Display responses in the same order as PARTY

PARTYLN
As of today do you lean more to...

1 The Republican Party
2 The Democratic Party

BASE: ASK ALL
Randomize and record order of responses. Only show in order 1-6 and 6-1.
Create NEIGHBORORDER where 1=Shown “Basically every day” to “Not at all” order, and 2=Shown “Not at all” to “Basically every day” order

NEIGHBOR
During the last twelve months, how often did you talk with any of your neighbors?

1 Basically every day
2 A few times a week
3 A few times a month
4 Once a month
5 Less than once a month
6 Not at all

BASE: ASK ALL
VOL1
We are interested in volunteer activities for which people are not paid, except perhaps expenses. We only want you to include volunteer activities that you did through or for an organization, even if you only did them once in a while.

In the last 12 months that is since December of last year, have you done any volunteer activities through or for an organization?

1 Yes
Sometimes people don’t think of activities they do infrequently or activities they do for children’s schools or youth organizations as volunteer activities. Since December of last year, have you done any of these types of volunteer activities?

1  Yes
2  No

What would you like to see elected leaders in Washington get done during the next few years? Please give as much detail as you can.

[OPEN-ENDED RESPONSE]

Thank you for completing this survey. We have successfully received your responses.